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                A FEMTOLASERS hollow core silicon fibre of length 1 m and 250µm inner 
diameter was set up in the lab in Waterloo with the purpose of generating sub 10fs 
pulses for Coulomb Explosion Imaging (CEI).  The input laser was a new Ti: sapphire 
regenerative amplifier system providing energy of 1mJ per pulse at a duration of the 
35fs with 1kHZ repetition rate. Modifications to the initial setup were crucial in 
achieving the desired goal.  A new, angled, incident window was made to eliminate 
reflective damage to the mirrors, and a new delivery beamline was built to minimize 
unwanted nonlinear effects. The pressure dependence of spectral broadening in 
argon gas was studied to find the best performance and found to be p=0.43atm. A 
chirped mirror system was set up to compensate the group delay dispersion in the 
beam line to the CEI experiment and compress the pulse, and MATLAB programs 
were written to carefully estimate how much material was necessary to minimise total 
dispersion of the system. The optimal input beam duration was determined by 
comparing the setting of the compressor with the output spectrum of the fibre and it 
was found that a spectrum capable of generating a 7.49fs laser pulse was produced if 
group delay dispersion and higher order dispersions were assumed to be zero. 
However, after calculating the higher order dispersion present in the system, which 
can not be compensated by the chirped mirrors, a laser pulse with a duration of 9.76fs 
is feasible with an average power of 0.45W.  This result if verified by CEI will result in 
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Ultrafast laser technology has experienced a rapid development in the last thirty years 
attracting many researchers to the field of ultrashort pulse generation. Generation of 
progressively shorter laser pulses has been intensively studied because of its 
significance, and applicability to fields, such as medicine 1, information and 
communication technologies2,3 and imaging of molecular dynamics4,5 etc. Before the 
1980s; scientists usually used the dye laser technique to generate the shortest laser 
pulses6,7. However, the method could only achieve pulses in the nanojoule6,7. In the 
1980s, the development of Ti: sapphire with its huge bandwidth, greater than two 
hundred nanometers, was coupled with two new techniques, in Kerr lens mode-
locking and chirped pulse amplification.8 Low power ultrashort pulses possible for 
instance 6 fs laser pulses at the average energy of 300mJ have been generated from 
a single oscillator, and multi mJ pulses with 21fs duration have been generated from 
regeneratively amplified Ti: sapphire laser seeded by a 10fs oscillator9.  In 1996, the 
Nisoli’s group used a Ti: sapphire regenerative laser system together with a hollow 
fibre filled with noble gases to generate pulses around the energy level of 100μJ and 
few-cycle duration less than 10fs38,39. This method has been developed to become the 
most comprehensive way of generating high-energy laser pulses with short duration. 
In this thesis, firstly, some background of nonlinear optics will be introduced to explain 
the origin of the hollow fibre method. The influence of group delay dispersion for the 
laser and hollow fibre system will be carefully considered and simulated in chapter 3. 
In chapter 4, the theory of transverse modes will be discussed with reference to the 
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propagation of the laser through the hollow fibre. Previous work in the field of 
generating few-cycle laser pulses using the hollow fibre technique will be discussed in 
chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents the setup of the optical system that has been 
developed in the Waterloo lab, results, analysis and discussion are shown in chapter 


































2. Review of The Nonlinear Effect 
2.1 Optical Kerr Effect 
      When an intense light field passes through a transparent material, the 
refractive index n depends on the intensity of the light by: 
𝑛 = 𝑛0 + 𝑛2𝐼                                                              ( 1 ) 
where 𝑛0 is the linear refractive index of the material, which at low intensity would 
be equivalent to n and, 𝑛2 is called the second order nonlinear refractive index. 
The amplitude of the laser electric field is quadratically related to the to the laser 
intensity, therefore, the refractive index of a medium depends  quadratically on the 




2                                                  ( 2 ) 
Experimental measurements of the nonlinear refractive index have been 
performed by various methods such as the wave mixing and Z-scan techniques 
and single shot interferometry.10,11 Ioan et al. (2013)  used a Michelson 
interferometer setup as shown in Figure 110, the refractive index of the sample will 
change along its thickness due to the intensity of the excitation laser. The fringe 
pattern on the beam analyser shifts indicating the change in optical path length nl 
(where l is the sample thickness) and hence the influence of n2. Therefore, they 
observe the phase change of the probe laser beam, after that, they fit these data 
with the theoretical function and obtain a nonlinear refractive index of the sample. 




 Figure 1:  Nonlinear refractive index measurement experiment setup based on Michelson 
interferometer. (Reprinted with permission from [10]) 
      
 
      The pressure dependent nonlinear refractive index 𝑛2  at 800 nm for some 
materials is given below form.13 
Material n2 
SiO2(fused silica) 3.0 × 10−20𝑚2/𝑊 
Air 5.7 × 10−23𝑚2/𝑊/𝑎𝑡𝑚 
Argon gas 19.6 × 10−23𝑚2/𝑊/𝑎𝑡𝑚 
N2 gas 6.7 × 10−23𝑚2/𝑊/𝑎𝑡𝑚 
Ne gas 1.8 × 10−23𝑚2/𝑊/𝑎𝑡𝑚 
 
                     Table 1 : Second order nonlinear index for noble gas, air and fused silica. 
 
2.2 Self-Phase Modulation 
Self-phase modulation (SPM) is a phenomenon due to the Kerr Effect which 
always results in the boarding of the bandwidth of an intense laser beam. When 
an ultrafast laser pulse propagates through media, the varying index of refraction, 
which depends on the laser intensity, will induce the phase shift of the laser pulse. 
For a Gaussian pulse, the light wave moves more slowly when the intensity is high 
5 
 
(as n2 is high) at the peak of the pulse and faster at the back and front of the pulse 
where I is low. This means that the back of the pulse (low intensity) will catch up 
the middle (high intensity), and the front will move away. This means that a wave 
will be compressed at the back and stretched at the front introducing two new 
wavelengths from the original light wave.  When the laser passes through a 




                                                            ( 3 ) 
where L is the fibre length and P is the laser power, 𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective fibre core 
area or if the beam radius is smaller than the fibre radius, then 𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓 represents the 
beam radius. 
 
2.3  The B-Integral 
The accumulated phase shift over the nonlinear optical systems can be 





∫ 𝑛2 ∙ 𝐼(𝜏, 𝑧)𝑑𝑧
𝐿
0
                                                       ( 4 ) 
where I is the intensity of the laser beam, L is the propagation distance along the 
z-direction and 𝑛2 is the nonlinear refractive index. 
In a conventional chirped pulse amplification (CPA) system, a low energy 
mode-locked laser pulse is stretched, amplified and then compressed. The detail 
will be discussed in Chapter 5.  In the regenerative amplifier system, the 
cumulative B- integral value is expected to be kept low, around 1~2;16,17 otherwise, 
the effect will be to cause self-focusing of the laser beam. Self-focusing of the 
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laser beam will reduce the beam radius increasing the intensity. This lensing 
effect, which is crucial in Kerr lens mode locking, may result in damage to the gain 
medium. Researchers have used a semiconductor material with a negative 
nonlinear refractive index to neutralise the accumulated positive B-integral value, 
but it is not commonly incorporated in practical laser systems.18  
In this thesis, the hollow fibre sits inside a transparent vacuum tube, and B-
integral on the optical elements such as input window of the vacuum tube will be 
calculated in Chapter 7.   
2.4  Critical Power for Self-Focusing 
Self-focusing of the laser beam in bulk media may cause damage; therefore, 
it is significant to investigate the power for self-focusing and its limitation.19 20 In 
the experiment, the peak power of the ultrafast laser is expected to be lower than 
the critical power of self-focusing. Researchers have found the expression of peak 








                                                    ( 5 ) 
where  𝐸𝑝 is the pulse energy and 𝜏𝑝 is the pulse duration obtained from the full 
width at half maximum (FWHM). 𝜆0 is the wavelength of the laser beam and 𝑛0 








3. Dispersion Simulation 
 
3.1  Dispersion 
To generate a pulse of short duration by using a hollow fibre and chirped 
mirror compressor system, an understanding of how to control the dispersion 
throughout the laser system is critical. Dispersion is described as the phenomenon 
by which the phase velocity of a wave depends on the frequency of the wave as it 
passes through a medium.  
3.1.1 Group Delay Dispersion 
The dependence of the Group delay time 𝜏𝑔, on wavelength within the pulse 
is called group delay dispersion(GDD). For a femtosecond laser pulse where the 
bandwidth is large, the effect of GDD cannot be ignored. 
Consider an ultrafast laser signal is given by22 
?̃?(𝜔) = 𝐸(𝜔 − 𝜔0)𝑒
−𝑖𝜑(𝜔−𝜔0)                                                ( 6 ) 
where 𝜔0 is central frequency. 𝜑(𝜔 − 𝜔0) is the phase of the laser pulse. To 
understand spectral phase and obtain the effect of dispersion, it is convenient to 
expand the spectral phase of the pulse as a Taylor series 









⋯ ( 7 ) 




 is defined as the group delay and 𝜑′′(𝜔0) =
𝑑2𝜑
𝑑𝜔2






3.1.2 Group Velocity Dispersion 
The group delay dispersion per unit length of the material is called the group 




                                                                 ( 8 ) 
              The phase due to a medium of length L is  
𝜑(𝜔) = 𝑘(𝜔)𝐿                                                 ( 9 ) 
where k = 2π/λ is the frequency dependent wave number.  Similarly, we can 
expand phase in Taylor series 
𝑘(𝜔)𝐿 = 𝑘(𝜔0)𝐿 + 𝑘











⋯                                                                                                                                                                 ( 1
0 ) 
In the above equation, 𝑘(𝜔0) is the spectral phase of the central frequency of 
the optical medium.  𝑘′(𝜔0) =
𝑑𝑘
𝑑𝜔




group velocity dispersion (GVD). The higher order terms of 𝑘′′′(𝜔0), 𝑘′′′′(𝜔0) are 
third order dispersion (TOD) and fourth order dispersion (FOD) respectively and 
so on.  When the 𝑘′′(𝜔0) =
𝑑2𝑘
𝑑𝜔2
 and all higher order dispersions are zero, it 
represents all the spectral components travel in a same group velocity. Normally 
material has positive GVD which means the longer wavelength components travel 
faster than the shorter wavelength. For material with a negative GVD, by contrast, 
the shorter wavelength components travel faster than the longer wavelength 
components. 














3.2  Sellmeier Formula 
           The theoretical simulation function for the dependence of refractive index 
on wavelength is given by the Sellmeier dispersion formula 24: 




𝑗                                                       ( 12 ) 
λ unit is in micrometres,  𝐴𝑗 and 𝐵𝑗 are the constant value which should be 
determined by fitting to experimental data. Researchers have found that j value up 
to 3 are enough to simulate accurately the wavelength dependence on refractive 
index.25 Therefore, it is convenient to expand the above formula to a three-term 
equation: 









                                ( 13 ) 
𝑐′ is one of the Sellmeier coefficients, to distinguish it from light speed c. 
3.3 Dispersion Formula of Glass Material 
         For fused silica, the three-term refractive index fitting equation can be 
expressed as26: 













Figure 2 : Sellmeier formula of refractive index versus wavelength in micrometre for fused 
silica. The minimal graph is picking wavelength range from 200nm to 2000nm. 
 
           The Sellmeier Coefficients for glass materials27,28,29 used in this thesis are 
shown as below table:
 
        Table 2 : Sellmeier coefficients for UV fused silica, calcium fluoride and silicon.   









3.4 Dispersion Formula of Air and Argon gas 
     Reference30 shows the dispersion equation for argon gas at room temperature 
is 
𝑛 − 1 = 6.432135 × 10−5 +
2.8606021×10−2
144−𝜆−2
                          ( 15 ) 
          The above equation is in the form: 
𝑛(𝜆) = 1 + ∑
𝐴𝑗
𝐵𝑗−𝜆
−2𝑗                                                  ( 16 ) 
           Then, expanding the formula to a two-term equation gives 
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3.5 Dispersion Equation as a Function of Wavelength 
        Bourquin et al. (1998) gives the equation of GVD, TOD and FOD of any 
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2]                       ( 21 )  
              According to the above equations and Sellmeier equation, a MatLab program 
‘fitting.m’ is written to calculate GVD, TOD and FOD of materials in this thesis. Figure 
[3], [4] and [5] show the GVD, TOD and FOD of fused silica 
   















           The group velocity dispersion, third order dispersion, fourth order 
dispersion and group delay dispersion at 800nm of each optical component in 
hollow fibre system and autocorrelation system are summarised in below table. It 
is worth to mention that BBO crystal in autocorrelation system has only 0.02mm of 
thickness; therefore, the dispersion of BBO crystal is ignored. 
 
Table 4 : Dispersion of components in hollow fibre and autocorrelation system. 
 
Gas GVD (fs2/mm) TOD (fs3/mm) FOD (fs4/mm) 
Air 0.0213 0.00989 0.001153 
Argon 0.01897 0.008641 0.000772 



















4. Transverse Properties of a Laser Beam and Its 
Relevance to Hollow Fibre Propagation  
 
              During the few cycle pulse generation experiment, it is necessary that the 
laser beam is accurately aligned and delivered to the core of the hollow fibre. In order 
to achieve this, the method is to adjust the control clamp knobs of the x and y 
translation stage to slightly adjust the position of the hollow fibre to see a “best” mode 
after the laser propagating through the fibre. The “best” mode is described as the 
foundation mode E11, which has the lowest energy loss. In this chapter, I will briefly 
introduce the optic theory of transverse modes. 
4.1 Gaussian Beam  
         It is well known that Gaussian laser beam is a radially symmetrical 
distribution electromagnetic energy. Assuming the laser propagates along z 
direction, the electric field of the beam can be described by Gaussian function 
𝐸(𝑟, 𝑧) = 𝐸0(𝑟, 𝑧) 𝐸𝑋𝑃 (−
𝑟2
𝜔0
2)                                             ( 22 ) 
      The above equation describes how the fundamental Gaussian beam 
propagate with a Gaussian profile of the lowest order transverses electromagnetic 
mode (T𝐸𝑀00). The transvers mode, describes the intensity distribution of the 
cross section of laser beam. The function of laser intensity is defined by 
𝐼(𝑟, 𝑧) = 𝐼0(𝑟, 𝑧)𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
2𝑟2
𝜔0
2 )                                    ( 23 ) 
For equation (23) and (24), r is the radius of the laser beam, 𝜔0 is called beam 





Figure 6: Gaussian laser pulse size. Beam waist is at the 1/𝑒2 intensity of laser beam. 
Pulse duration is expressed as full width at half maximum (FWHM). 
 
           In the lab, the radius of the laser beam can be approximately measured by 
using an iris. First place the iris in the beam and open the iris so all of the power goes 
through the power meter. Then carefully adjust the knob to reduce the iris diameter 
until 1/e2 of the total laser beam energy passes through it. The inner diameter of the 
iris is exactly the same as the laser beam waist. 
 
4.2 Transverse Mode 
 
Laser beams can have different and higher order modes. There are many 
types of transverse mode such as transverse electromagnetic mode (TEM), 
transverse magnetic mode (TM), transverse electric mode (TE), Hybrid mode(EH) 
and linear polarisation mode (LP).  
 Transverse electromagnetic mode (TEM): Both directions of an electric field or 
magnetic field is perpendicular to the direction of laser propagation. 
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 Transverse magnetic mode (TM): Only magnetic field is perpendicular to the 
direction of laser propagation; the electric field is along the laser propagation 
direction. 
 Transverse electric mode (TE): Only electric field is perpendicular to the 
direction of laser propagation; the magnetic field is along the laser propagation 
direction. 
 Hybrid mode(EH): Both directions of an electric field or magnetic field is along 
the direction of laser propagation. 
 Linear polarisation mode (LP): In the fibre which refractive index of the core is 
in proximity to the refractive index of the cladding. It is called weakly guided 
fibre and lead to the construct of linear polarisation.  Linear polarisation mode 
is a superposition of several modes when the laser pulse propagates through 
the fibre.  
 
4.3 Fundamental Mode 
           Gholami et al. (2009) show the theoretical radiation calculation for the linear 
polarisation mode 33. It is observed that the fundamental mode LP01, has the highest 
radiation power at the centre; however, for the higher order mode, the peak radiation 
intensity is farther from the centre. Those different modes exist for various 




 Figure 7 :  (a) Calculated radiation patterns of a three-transverse-mode of vertical cavity 
surface emitting lasers (VCSEL); (b) spectrum of the VCSEL. (Reprinted with permission from 
[33]) 
 
              As mentioned above, the propagation characteristics of our laser beam can 
be assumed to be, that the intensity is always greatest at the centre and tails off at the 
both edges, which means the laser beam has an ideal Gaussian profile and 
progresses produce as a fundamental Transverse mode, which can be expressed as 
TEM00=LP01=EH11. It is possible to influence the order of the transverse mode of a 
laser beam by adjusting the distribution in the laser gain medium34. Reference35 




 Figure 8 : (a) Four low order transverse cavity modes and their fields. (b) Intensity patterns 
in the modes of (a). (Reprinted with permission from [35]) 
 
          For the short pulse application Coulomb Explosion Imaging, it is important to 
maximise the intensity by keeping the peak intensity of the laser at the centre, this is 
also important when coupling into a hollow fibre which will be discussed in the next 
section about the fundamental mode in fibres.               
4.4 Fundamental Modes in an Optical Fibre 
4.4.1 Single Mode and Multimode Fibre 
         For fused silica fibres, the lowest energy loss mode is fundamental mode 
EH11.  Marcatili et al. (1964) showed their research on  the modes of the hollow 
dielectric fibres. 36  Consider a hollow fibre with inner radius a. Dielectric constant 
in core is 𝜖0 and in cladding is 𝜖1 and magnetic permeability is 𝜇0 for both core and 
cladding area. k is the propagation constant of the core area. To determine figure 
out  the field components of the normal modes and their propagation constants, 













− 1| ≪ 1                                           ( 25 ) 
 
where k= 𝜔√𝜖0𝜇0 is the propagation constant in the core space. μ11 is the first root 
of the Bessel function J0, ν = √𝜖1/𝜖0 is the ratio of the dielectric contants, also 
equals the ratio of  the refractive index between the core and the cladding 
material. 
           They obtained the propagation constant of the mode γ which can be 
expressed as  
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represtans the field attenuation constant, the unit for α is decibels per meter. If 
the input power for hollow fibre is P1 and output power is P2, then the power 
transmission function of the fundamental mode is37 
T = 𝑒−2𝛼𝐿 
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              The transmission loss of  the optical fibre that was used in this project 
is calculated as 0.3791dB/m. Figure 10 shows the transmission versus the fibre 
length at 0.4 atm argon gas  
  
Figure 9 : Transmission versus length of the fibre for the fundamental mode EH11.  
 
            Marcatili also showed the intensity profile as a function of distance r is 





)                                            ( 29 ) 
                   The largest beam intensity is at the centre of the mode and gradually  
attenuated along the radius. 
            The electric field components and intensity distribution of the fundamental 
mode E11  are shown in below Figure 10.35 
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(a)    (b) (c)  
 
 
Figure 10 :  (a) Electric field distribution of the fundamental mode. (b) The intensity profile of 
fundamental mode, the lightest area, has the greatest intensity. (Reprinted with permission 
























5. Review of Progress in Generation of Few Cycle 
Pulses by Using the Hollow Fibre Technique 
         In 1996, Nisoli and his co-workers used a hollow core silica fibre filled with 
argon or krypton gas at high-pressure p=4atm to achieve spectral broadening through 
self-phase modulation38.  They used a 70cm long hollow core fibre with 140μm inner 
diameter. A1kHz, 660μJ, 140fs duration, 780nm wavelength input pulse to the hollow 
fibre chamber was provided by a Ti: sapphire laser with a chirped-pulse amplification 
system Figure 11 shows the spectrally broadened output for p=4 atm of argon gas, 
with the input peak pulse power at 3.5GW. The transform limited pulse duration was 
calculated to be 18fs.  Experimental results for krypton gas showed a larger spectral 
broadening, and consequently, a shorter possible pulse duration down to 10fs. The 





Figure 11 : (a) Spectral broadening in argon gas 4 atm pressure. (b) Pulse shape derived by 
taking the inverse Fourier transform of (a), pulse duration at FWHM is 18fs.The line with dots 
is the real autocorrelation trace of the pulses, and the solid line is the predicted 
autocorrelation trace by taking the inverse Fourier transform of (a) (Reprinted with 
permission from [38]) 




Figure 12 : Spectral broadening in krypton gas of 2 atm pressure. (b) Pulse shape derived by 
taking inverse Fourier transform of (a), pulse duration at FWHM is 10fs. The line with dots is 
the real autocorrelation trace of the pulses, and the solid line is the predicted autocorrelation 
trace by taking the inverse Fourier transform of (a). (Reprinted with permission from [38]) 
      
               Nisoli et al. followed up their work after 1997, by changing the input laser 
source and using hollow fibres with different length and diameter.39 They changed 
from a 70cm length, 140μm inner diameter fibre to various 60-70cm length, 70-80 μm 
inner diameter fibres. One of their laser sources was Ti: sapphire laser system; with 
pulse duration of the 140fs, in addition to this, they also used another source 
producing a centre wavelength of 780nm and duration of the 20fs. A schematic of 
their experimental setup is shown in Figure 13. The dispersive compressor was used 
to compensate the dispersion from the optical components. The Autocorrelation was 
recorded by using an interferometric autocorrelator. Figure 14 shows the spectral 
broadening in argon gas but with different input pulses. The dashed line represents 
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the input laser spectrum. Figure 14 (a) is the spectrum that they published in 1996, 
(Figure 11 (a) for an input pulse of 140fs), the broadening range was from 710nm to 
880nm. Figure 14(b) shows the spectrum produced with a 20fs input pulse, and the 
broadening range is from 610nm to 1080nm. It is observed from the Figure 14(b) that 
the input laser of has a wider spectrum when the duration of the laser pulse is 
shorter(as expected from the fourier transform relation between pulse duration and 




Figure 13 : Schematic of Nisoli’s experiment setup. L is an AR-coated lens of 30 cm focal 
length, M1 is a silver-coated mirror with 50 cm radius of curvature; M2, M5, and M6 are 
silver-coated plane mirrors and M3, M4 are chirped multilayer mirrors; P1–P4 are AR-
coated multilayer 20o fused silica prisms. The beam reflected back by M4 is slightly separated 
from the incident beam to allow coupling by M6. PR provides polarization rotation using 
silver-coated mirrors. GP is a 1-mm-thick fused silica plate with AR-coated back side. BS is a 
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broadband dielectric beam splitter on a fused silica substrate identical to GP. RM1 and RM2 
are silver-coated roof mirror assemblies. (Reprinted with permission from [39]) 
 
 
Figure 14 : Spectral broadening in argon (a) Spectral broadening in argon gas at the 4atm  
pressure and 140fs, 3.5GW peak power input laser. (b) Spectral broadening in argon gas at 
the 3.3atm  pressure and 20fs, 4GW peak power input laser. The spectra of the input pulses 
are shown as dashed lines. (Reprinted with permission from [39]) 
                As mentioned above, Nisoli’s group used the dispersive compressor setup 
to control the accumulated dispersion of the optical components39. There are many 
methods to control the phase of the spectrum. In the Waterloo lab, we are using the 
ultra broad band dispersion compensating mirror set (BBCOMP) to compensate the 
system dispersion. Eniko et al. (2003) used an Acousto Optic Programmable 
Dispersive Filters (AOPDF) compressor setup to balance the dispersion40. This 
compressor setup is able to compensate the higher order dispersions of the optical 
system. Their experiment set up is shown in Figure 15. They used an inner diameter 
of 200µm hollow fibre (they did not mention the length of the fibre) filled with the 
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pressure of 1.5 atm argon gas to generate duration of 8fs and peak power of 9GW 
laser pulses.   
 
Figure 15 : Schematic of Eniko’s experiment setup. P1 is the YVO4 pump laser for the 
oscillator. P2 is the Nd:YLF pump laser for the chirp pulse amplification stage (CPA) Laser 
pump laser. SF57 is a 5cm glass block. Compressor contains AOPDF (DAZZLER system) and 























Figure 16 : (a) Laser pulses output spectral when hollow fibre is set in a constant pressure 
chamber. (b) Laser pulses output spectral when hollow fibre is placed in a pressure gradient 
chamber. (Reprinted with permission from [42]) 
Pressure distribution formula inside the hollow fibre is expressed as42 






where p0 is the gas pressure at the input side of the hollow fibre and PL is the gas 
pressure at the output edge of the hollow fibre. L is the length of the hollow fibre. 
Robinson et al. (2006) showed their comparison of the spectral broadening results 
between methods by using constant pressure chamber and differentially pumped 
chamber 41. They used a length of 220cm, the inner diameter of 500µm argon gas 
filled hollow fibre with 8.5mJ, 40fs input pulses to generate 5.5mJ, 9.8fs output 




Figure 17 :Spectral broadening comparison between the statically filled chamber and the 
differentially pumped chamber. The grey dashed line represents the input resource pulse 
spectra. (Reprinted with permission from [Error! Bookmark not defined.]) 
                  Above figure 17 shows Robinson’s results of the spectrum obtained from 
statically filled and differentially pumped chambers for different gas pressure. It is 
observed from the statically pumped spectrum, that the spectrum started to broaden 
and stretch above a gas pressure of p=0.50 bar; however, the spectrum researched 
the widest extent when the gas pressure was p=1.5 bar, and then contracted to even 
narrower bandwidth. The right figure shows the spectrum changing when the hollow 
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fibre was placed in a differentially pumped chamber. It is observed that the spectrum 
continually broadens with the increasing gas pressure. Compared with the statically 
pumped chamber, below 3 bar gas pressure, the spectrum in the differentially 
pumped chamber did not have the pressure limitation. As a result a much shorter 
pulse could be obtained under the high pressure differentially pumped system. 
                    Akira et al. (2005) developed a pressure gradient technique to make it 
possible to generate high energy pulses with a duration of sub-10-fs.42 They used a 
hollow fibre with a length of a 220cm and a 250µm inner diameter. The hollow fibre 
chamber was separated into two parts; gas was sent to the output end of the fibre 
through the last chamber and pumped out at the input of the fibre in the front 
chamber; therefore, it would create a pressure gradient inside the hollow fibre. The 
gas pressure at the laser input side of the hollow fibre chamber is 0kPa and laser 
output side is 40kPa. A Ti: sapphire chirped pulse amplification system provided 
pulses of duration 40fs, with an energy of 8.5mJ and repetition rate of the 10Hz.After 
that, this laser was focused by a f=3m focus lens and then delivered to the hollow 
fibre chamber. Figure 18 (a) and (b) show their spectra comparison between input 
and output pulses. The duration of the short pulse was as short as 9.8fs when 




Figure 18 : Spectral broadening in argon gas. (a)Spectrum of the input laser pulse, the energy 
of the input pulse is 8.5mJ. (b) Spectral broadening in argon gas, the pulse energy is 6.5mJ. 
(Reprinted with permission from [42]) 
 
                  Samuel et al. (2010) also used the differentially pumped technique 
sending 12mJ input pulses of 27fs duration into a neon filled hollow fibre with a length 
of the 220cm and inner diameter of 500µm.43 They tested their setup with different 
input pulse energies and different gas pressures on the exit side of the chamber. 
They obtained 5mJ 5fs short pulse by controlling the pressure of chamber exit side to 





Figure 19 : Spectral broadening in neon gas, the pulse energy is 5.0mJ, and the pulse duration 
is 5fs by taking (a) into Fourier transform. (Reprinted with permission from [43]) 
      
            In order to generate a broadened spectrum in this project we use a hollow 
fibre manufactured by FEMTOLASERS along with ultra broad band dispersion 
compensating mirror set (BBCOMP), from the same manufacturer49. Figure 20 shows 
a spectrum generated by the FEMTOLASERS company, using the same parameters 
as the hollow fibre that is used in our lab, a length of 1m, an inner diameter of 250µm 
filled with 2 bar pressure of neon gas, to generate a pulse of duration 5.5fs. The input 







Figure 20 : Spectral broadening test results by the ultra broad band dispersion compensating 
mirror set (BBCOMP) manufacturer: FEMTOLASERS49. 
5.2 Evaluating the Few Cycle Pulse Duration Using Coulomb 
Explosion Imaging (CEI) 
 
             One of the earliest works which could be used to evaluate the laser pulse is 
Légaré et al. (2003)62. They used a wavelength of 800nm, a pulse duration of 40fs and 
energy of 250µJ and repetition rate of 500Hz Ti: sapphire laser amplifier, and fibre 
with a length of 1m, and an inner diameter of 250µm filled with 1atm argon gas to 
generate 9fs laser pulses. The laser pulses then delivered to the Coloumb explosion 
chamber at the background pressure of 10-9 mbar. They make the D2 gas into a 
molecule beam by expanding D2 through a 100μm aperture and then a skimmed jet 
to produce a molecule beam of 40μm thickness. Therefore, the confocal parameter of 
the laser beam, which is 100µm, is larger than the molecule beam. The molecular 
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beam will only experience a slight change of the laser intensity along the laser beam. 
Their technology allows a molecule to be exposed to a rapidly increasing but near 
spatially uniform pulse intensity. They were able to measure the time difference 
between the first and the second electron moved from the atom by using what they 
refer to as a molecule clock. Then the kinetic energy is a measurement of the time 
delay between the first and second ionization. The kinetic energy of the deuteron 
molecule is shown in Figure 21. 
 
Figure 21: Deuteron molecule kinetic energy spectra obtained under 40fs (solid line) and 8.5fs 
(square) pulse. (Reprinted with permission from [62]) 
 
            The peaks at 3eV is a signature of Enhanced Ionization for both 40fs and 
8.3fs laser pulses, i.e. D++D→D++D+ (at close to 2xReq), in which the total energy 
released is around 50% of the expected Coulomb explosion from equilibrium. The 
peak at 0.7eV for 40fs laser pulses represents D++D bond soften44,45 without future 
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ionization while the peak from 4eV-10eV only present for 8.5fs laser pulses that 







































6. The Laser System 
              This chapter introduces the laser system that is used in the Waterloo lab. 
The 10fs, seed laser that is produced by the oscillator is delivered to the stretcher. 
The stretcher then introduces positive GVD which stretches the pulse duration to 
100ps. After that, the laser enters the amplifier which increases the pulse energy to 
7mJ and sends it to the compressor. The compressor provides negative GVD in order 
compensate the accumulated positive GVD of the optical components and the 
stretcher; during this process some energy is lost into higher orders from the grating, 
so that a pulse of up to 4.35mJ and duration as short as 35fsis produced.  The single 
short autocorrelation system is also introduced in the last section of this chapter which 
can measure the pulse duration. 
6.1 Oscillator 
           The Kerr-lens mode-locked (KLM) Ti: Sapphire oscillator (FEMTOLASER 
Scientific PRO) is used to seed the amplification process. The Oscillator contains a 
Compact Laser Head (CLH), and external chirped mirror dispersion components. 
Controls on the CLH are used to adjust the position of the Ti: Sapphire crystal and 
mirrors to achieve mode locking; the details will be discussed later. The oscillator is 
pumped by a Spectra Physics “Millennia S”, YVO laser which produces 532 nm, 5W 
laser beam. The oscillator can produce a pulse of duration 10fs, and an average 
power of 300mW, a the repetition rate of 80MHz and wavelength centred at 800nm of 







Figure 22 : Layout of the Compact Laser Head and its real picture in the Waterloo lab.  
               The layout of CLH is shown in Figure 22. For optimum self-mode-locked 
operation, the distance between the two curved focusing mirrors (M1 and M5 in 
Figure 22), also called the stability range, can be adjusted by the micrometre 
screwdriver (Stability Range hole in Figure 22).  The position of the M7 can also be 
controlled by adjusting the ‘Crystal Position’ in Figure 22. The output coupler (OC in 
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6.2 Regenerative Amplifier 
The Spectra-Physics Spitfire○R AceTM amplifier system has been used in the 
Femtosecond Laser Lab of University of Waterloo since 2015. This amplifier system 
contains respectively three internal sub-assemblies, the optical pulse stretcher, Ti: 
Sapphire regenerative amplifier and optical pulse compressor. A Timing and Delay 
Generator (TDG) and a Temperature Control Unit (TCU) are two control consoles 
connect to the amplifier. The TDG is used to synchronize timing for trapping the seed 
pulse in the regenerative amplifier cavity and after the amplification, releasing the 
laser pulse to enter the compressor. The TCU is used to monitor the temperature and 
humidity of the crystal. The Empower 45 is an intracavity-doubled, diode-pumped Nd: 
YLF Laser system, which provides a nanosecond pulsed green beam of repetition 
rate between 500Hz to 10kHz, the laser delivers 28mJ per pulse at a wavelength at 
527nm to excite the Ti: Sapphire crystal. The seed pulse is delivered to the stretcher 
in the amplifier, as indicated by the arrow in Figure 24： The multi-pass diffraction 
grating stretcher (Stretcher Grating in Figure 24) reduces the power in the amplifier 
crystal and prevents damage during amplification; by extending the pulse duration to 
100ps. The bandwidth detector (BWD) monitors the intensity of light at each end of 
the spectrum to ensure that only a pulse is injected into the regen, to protect the 
amplifier from the accidental damage and also indicates the alignment of the seed 
beam.  The stretchered pulse is switched into the regenerative cavity by the extra-
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cavity Pockles cell (PC1 in Figure 24), and then propagates back and forth in the 
amplifier to increase the energy of the pulse. The second intracavity Pockles cell 
(PC2 Figure 24) switches the pulse to the compressor (grey area in Figure 24) where 
energy is lost. The compressor grating compensates the accumulated positive GVD. 
Then a duration of 35fs, average energy up to 4.35mJ laser pulses is produced.  The 
process to align and set up the amplifier is shown in Appendix H. 
 
Figure 23: Principle of the laser system. The seed laser is produced by the oscillator and then 
delivered to the Spitfire Ace-35F regenerative amplifier system. 




Figure 24： Spitfire Ace Regenerative amplifier optical layout. The grey part is the 
Compressor part.46 
 
6.3 Autocorrelator System 
                    A single shot autocorrelator47 is used to measure the duration of the 
ultrashort laser pulses. The experimental optical layout is shown in Figure 25. A beam 
splitter splits the laser pulse into two paths, and then two beams overlap in the 
nonlinear BBO crystal with a large incident angle. This process produces a range of 
time delay across the nonlinear crystal. A transverse distribution of ‘signal light’, which 
has twice the frequency of the input light is produced. The path delay τ between the 
two paths varies across the BBO crystal and is expressed as48: 
𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑔
𝑆𝐻𝐺(𝑡, 𝜏) ∝ 𝐼(𝑡)𝐼(𝑡 − 𝜏)                                              ( 30 ) 
The detector will measure the pulse intensity by the equation: 
𝐼(𝜏) = ∫ 𝐼(𝑡)𝐼(𝑡 − 𝜏)𝑑𝑡
∞
−∞



























7. Spectral Broadening by Hollow Fibre System 
        This chapter starts by introducing the experimental setup of the hollow fibre 
system, discussed in section 7.1, after that, modifications to the experimental setup 
are considered, to prevent damage to steering mirrors and eliminate nonlinear effects 
in the incident window. The control of output pulse energy by modifying polarization 
with a half-wave plate and reflecting from an uncoated Ge window is discussed in 
section 7.1.3. Then the optimization of the hollow fibre input pulse is discussed in 
terms of adjusting the regen compressor is discussed in section 7.3. The dispersion 
control by adjusting compressor setting and is also introduced. In this section, the 
dispersion of the hollow fibre system, and the beam path to the target chamber is 
simulated including chirped mirrors, in order to find the amount of fused silica to add 
to the beam in order to eliminate GVD, and thus achieve the incident laser pulse on 
target with the shortest pulse duration, limited only by high order dispersion. The 












7.1 Experiment Setup of Hollow Fibre System 
   
Figure 26：Layout of Hollow fibre system. 
 
                           The hollow fibre system is used for achieving pulse shortening 
through the effect of self-phase-modulation. A FEMTOLASERS hollow silicon fibre 
with 1 m length and 250µm inner diameter is utilized in the lab to generate the short 
pulse. The hollow fibre, is positioned on a V-shaped aluminium base to hold it 
perfectly straight, and they are placed in a transparent vacuum chamber which can be 
filled with argon gas. The gas pressure is controlled to be between 0.35atm to 
0.60atm. The Ti: sapphire laser system provides an input pulse with a minimum of 35 
fs pulse duration and is limited to 1mJ of energy per pulse (the maximum 
recommended by the manufacturer) at 800nm. The beam is focused on the input side 
of the fibre using a f=1m lens. The distance from the lens to the input of the hollow 
fibre was carefully adjusted, by placing the lens on a rail (transit line TS1) to align the 
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beam efficiently into the fibre and avoid damage. The whole vacuum tube is held by 
two translation stages (TS2 and TS3) which can be adjusted horizontally and 
vertically. The alignment procedure developed to maximise the light transmission 
through the fibre is non-trivial and is provided in detail in ‘Appendix F: Hollow fibre 
alignment steps’.  A half-wave plate combined with a germanium plate to control the 
energy of the output laser pulse without changing the input energy. Low dispersion P-
Ag mirrors (A1-112-P2) are used to set up this optical system. A f=1m concave mirror 
is placed 1m away from the output end of the hollow fibre to re-collimate the diverging 
beam. After that, the beam is delivered to the ultra-broadband dispersive mirror 
compressor system (BBCOMP)49. This system produces negative 500 fs2 GVD, as 
shown in Figure 27, to counteract the positive GVD from all components from the 
input of the fibre to the input of the target chamber. Fused silica wedges, the 
thickness of which can be adjusted continuously, are set to control the superfluous 
GVD. The thickness of the wedge is 1mm at the thinnest part and 2mm at the fullest 
part; therefore, the setting for combined two wedges, shown in Figure 26, can provide 




Figure 27: Plot of group delay dispersion versus wavelength for chirped mirror compressor. 
The system provides negative 500 GDD49.  
 
7.1.1 Beam Size After a Focus Lens 
           In this project, the laser beam is focused by a 1m focused lens and then 
propagate through a hollow fibre. The inner diameter of the fiber is 250 μm. To figure 
out the effect of the beam spot size of pulse generation. It is significant to calculate 
spot size of the laser beam that has been focused by a focus lens. The focused beam 
size should be smaller than 60% of the hollow fibre inner diameter. Equation to 




                                ( 32 ) 
where f is the focused length, 𝜆 is the centre wavelength and D is the initial diameter 
of the laser beam. For the diameter of 1cm, wavelength of 800nm laser beam, 
focused by a 1m focused lens, the focused spot size is calculated as 101.6 𝜇m.    
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7.1.2 Modification to The Incident Window 
            Once beam alignment was achieved into the hollow fibre, It was apparent that 
there was damage to the mirrors and focusing lens caused by back reflection from the 
silicon window at the input of the vacuum chamber, a new window mount was 
designed, shown in below Figure 28. This window was designed with a 450 to the 
table. This window was designed with a 450 angle to the table.  The reason 450 was 
chosen is that the window was not at the Brewster angle (55.4 degrees), therefore, 
the rotation of the incident polarization angle would not affect the energy of the pulse 
incident on the fibre. This is important as the spectrum is dependent on the incident 
intensity, or energy and so changing the output energy can not involve changing the 
input energy. Instead, a half-wave plate (Newport, Part # 10RO-52-2, range 700nm-
1000nm) is set in front of the tube and combined with a Germanium mirror which was 
set at Brewster angle (78.040) after the hollow fibre chamber. The test results of this 
energy selector will be discussed in following section 7.1.2. 
 




7.1.3 Preliminary Output Results and Modification to The 
Position of The Hollow Fibre 
                      Figure 29 shows the broadened spectrum that was obtained from the 
hollow fibre filled with 0.43atm argon gas, once the new window was installed, also 
shown is the shortest possible pulse length calculated using the Fourier transform.  
The spectrum in blue is compared to a reference spectrum from FEMTOLASERS49, 
shown in grey, produced using the current fibre but with a 20fs input pulse of 1mJ. 
Comparing the difference between the two spectra, the observation is that the blue 
spectrum has a broad spread (greater than 200nm FWAB) but with highly modulated 
features not present in the reference spectrum. The likely cause of the modulations is 
nonlinear processes present outside of the fibre with the most likely culprit the input 
window.  The presence of an unwanted nonlinear phase shift can confirm this by 




Figure 29 : Spectrum derived from a gas pressure p=0.4atm and the calculated transform 
limited pulse duration 8.28fs. The light grey spectrum is the ideal spectral broadening test 
result provided by the manufacturer: FEMTOLASERS49.                  
 
Figure 30: Configuration of the incident window and the comparison between old 
experimental setting and the new setting. 
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    The equation for calculating the B-integral when the laser propagates through 




                                                    ( 33 ) 
where 𝜆0 = 800𝑛𝑚 is the centre wavelength of laser. t is the thickness of the optical 
elements. 𝑤 is the beam diameter when the laser propagate through the window. The 
nonlinear index of refraction n2 of SiO2 material is 3.0 × 10−20𝑚2/𝑊. P is the peak 




                                              ( 34 ) 
 Pave is the average pulse power measured as 1W, 𝑓 equals 1kHZ is the laser 
frequency. 𝜏𝑝 is pulse width of 35fs FWHM.  
B-integral calculations for all optical transmission elements are shown below in 
table 6: 
 














                                                ( 35 ) 
where B is the B-integral value, and ∆𝜔 is the frequency at full width of half maximum. 
∆ω is much larger after the fibre induced spectra broadening, therefore; the output 
window effect may be much smaller as the pulse spectrum is wide and the pulse is at 
that point uncompressed. For the previous setting, as discussed in section 7.1.1, the 
distance from the input window to the fibre was short so that the beam size on the 
window was approximately 3mm giving the moderate value of B (0.2) but substantially 
higher than in any other element.  In response to this the decision was made to move 
the front of the fibre further from the window giving an input diameter of 6mm. Table 6 
shows that the B-integral value of the new designed input window is much smaller 
(0.05) than the old design. 
7.1.4 Germanium Plate Calibration 
               Figure 31 , that, if a light is incident at the Brewster angle, the reflected 
beam will only contain s-polarized light, which means the polarization of the reflected 
beam is perpendicular to the plane of the incident. The formula to calculate the 
Brewster angle is 
𝑛 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛 (𝑖)                                                             ( 36 ) 
n is the refractive index of the material, and i is the Brewster angle. 
              The refractive index of germanium plate51 at 800nm laser is 4.7096 so that 




Figure 31 ： Incident light propagates on a glass plate at Brewster’s angle. The reflected 
light only has s-polarized wave and refracted light only has the p-polarized wave. 
        A 5mm thick, uncoated Ge window is used to in combination with a half-wave 
plate to control the output power and polarization of the short pulse beam. The 
transmission versus wavelength of the Ge window is reprinted from its manufacturer: 
Throlabs’ website. 
 
Figure 32 : Germanium window transmission versus wavelength. Transmission is zero if the 
wavelength below 1000nm.52  
                The wavelength range of the beam output from the hollow fibre is 400nm to 
1000um. From the above figure 32, it is evident that the percent transmission is nearly 
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zero at that range. Therefore, there is zero transmission loss on s-polarized beam. Ge 
plate is set at Brewster’s angle and only allows the vertically polarized beam to be 
reflected.  A half-wave plate is placed before the hollow fibre tube window. The beam 
output from the amplifier is horizontally polarized, it is then delivered to a polarization 
changing periscope to change the height after which it is vertically polarized. By 
rotating the half-wave plate the polarization of the laser beam is controlled keeping 
the incident energy on the fibre constant.  After the fibre the germanium plate will only 
reflect vertically polarized light. When the output power approaches the maximum 
value, it means the Ge plate reflects all vertically polarized beam. However, the 
polarization direction should not affect the spectrum and the consequent pulse 
duration. To test out this setup, a power meter is set after the Ge plate to measure the 





Figure 33: Spectrum and transform limited pulse durations recorded after the hollow fibre 
filled with argon at a pressure of p=0.43 atm and the input laser power of 1W, and output 
power after the Ge plate from (a) to (m) varied from 20mW to 280mW in steps of 20mW. 
                        Above figure 33 shows the broadened output spectrum, with the red 
curves showing the calculated transform limited pulse duration. Input power is 1W, 
and output power is controlled by changing the polarization of the laser beam in steps 
of 20mW from 20mW at a to 280mW at m. It is observed that the spectral shapes and 
pulse shapes hardly change from the figure (a) to figure (m). This result proves that 
the modification of the polarization of the laser beam into the fibre system will not 
influence the intensity incident on the fibre and so the generated spectrum and or 
pulse duration.  The setup is therefore  an efficient method to control the power of the 
short pulse beam. 
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7.2  Beam Polarization Control 
                In the ultrashort pulse application, such as Coulomb Imagine, it is essential 
to control the direction of polarization entering the experimental chamber. As 
mentioned above, after the laser beam passes the germanium plate, the beam is 
vertically polarized. Another half-wave plate (Spectra Optics, range 600nm-900nm), 
was therefore, set after the wedges to change the beam polarization to be horizontally 
polarized if that is desired.  
7.3 Dispersion Estimation 
 
              During the few-cycle pulse generation experiment, it is important to know the 
input pulse duration to the hollow fibre; therefore, running the autocorrelation system at 
the same time as the hollow fibre system is desirable. The autocorrelation system setup 
is discussed in the above chapter. It is expected that the dispersion from the amplifier 
to hollow fibre can be compensated by adjusting the setting of the value of the 
compressor. Therefore, it is crucial to obtain the dispersion from the output of the 
regenerative amplifier to the autocorrelator that we might know when the pulse is 
shortest at the fibre as this will not be when it is shortest on the AC, due to different 
accumulated GVD over that path length. The accumulated dispersion of AC system and 





Figure 34: Optical layout of autocorrelation and hollow fibre system. 
The control computer can adjust the compressor setting of Spectra-Physics Spitfire 
Ace amplifier primarily to compensate for differences in the number of round trips in 
the regenerative amplifier. The compressor inside the amplifier provides negative 
GVD and thus it is also possible to pre-compensate for the positive GVD created by 
other optical components after the laser as well as the GVD introduced by the 
stretcher. Autocorrelation is used to measure the pulse duration and thus to calibrate 
the GVD setting of the compressor. When the autocorrelation shows the shortest 
pulse length, it is said that the total GVD has been adjusted to be zero from the output 
of the amplifier to the AC.   
7.3.1 Calculation of Accumulated Total Group Delay 
Dispersion  
 
           The dependence of the time delay of the composite signal suffered at each 
component of the frequency, on wavelength within the pulse is called group delay 
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dispersion (GDD). The general formula has been discussed in section 3.1. A MatLab 
program ‘GDD sum’ is written to calculate the sum of all group delay dispersion 
versus wavelength. Below figures show GDD versus wavelength over the range of 
0nm to 1500nm. To calculate the dispersion from the amplifier to the input of the 
hollow fibre, shown in Figure 35, components include a 5mm focus lens and a 
thickness of 0.7mm input window. Laser beam path length starts from the amplifier to 
the output of the vacuum tube, passing through 2472.2mm, 1.0atm of air. Figure 36 
includes extra dispersion from a thickness of 1mm output window and beam passing 
1828.8mm, 0.4atm of argon gas. 
 
 Figure 35: Group delay dispersion from the amplifier to the input of the hollow fibre versus 





Figure 36: Group delay dispersion from the amplifier to the last window of the hollow fibre 
chamber versus wavelength. The dispersion at 800nm is 233.1 fs2. 
 
             Figure 37 shows GDD versus wavelength at the range of 0nm to 1500nm. 
The components include two of 1mm 50/50 beam splitters and a 0.25mm round 
continuously filter. Laser beam path length is calculated as 3855 mm.  
 
Figure 37: Group delay dispersion from the amplifier to autocorrelation BBO crystal versus 
wavelength. The dispersion at 800nm is 205.4 fs2. 
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               Below table 7 shows the accumulated GVD, TOD and FOD for 
autocorrelation system and each stage of the hollow fibre system. The net dispersions 
of autocorrelation system are zero, which means compressor provide -205.52 fs2 of 
GVD, -132.25fs3 of TOD and 35.09fs4 of FOD for the laser beam out of the 
regenerative amplifier. Autocorrelation measures the pulse duration as the shortest 
value, 35fs, it is said that the total GVD has been adjusted to be zero from the output 
of the amplifier to the AC, the compressor setting value is around 6865. However, it 
does not mean the input laser pulse has the duration of 35fs because the dispersion 
from the out put of the amplifier to the input of the fibre is not same as the dispersion 
from the output of the amplifier to the AC. When the compressor set to 7300, the GVD 
was compensated to 0 from amplifier to the input window of the hollow fibre chamber 










Autocorrelation 205.52 132.25 -35.09 0.00 
Regen. to Input 
Hollow Fibre 
160.99 106.77 -31.47 -44.53 
Regen. to Output 
Hollow Fibre 
233.21 161.65 -54.35 27.69 
Table 7: Accumulated dispersion for autocorrelation and hollow fibre system and calibrated 
GVD for the hollow and chirped mirror compressor system. 
 
7.4  Impacts of Compressor setting on Generating Short Pulse 
 
               It is interesting to see how compressor setting influence the spectrum when 




Figure 38: Compaction of spectrum in different compressor setting and transform limited 
pulse duration. 
           Figure 38 shows the spectra that were obtained for various compressor 
settings with the argon gas filled in the chamber. These spectra were recorded after 
the lens-hollow fibre position modification, and the hollow fibre chamber was filled 
with 0.43atm argon gas. It is observed that the width of the spectra widens and 
consequently, the duration of the transform limited pulse becomes shorter with 
increasing compressor setting value up to 7341.  We deduce that this corresponds to 
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the compressor setting which reduces the GVD from the amplifier to the input of the 
hollow fibre to 0.  
 
7.5 Experiment Result and Discussion 
7.5.1 Impacts of Pressure on Generating Short Pulse 
           The hollow fibre system is filled with noble gas in order to generate few-cycle 
laser pulses through sepph phase modulation.  Many research groups have published 
papers in which they generate short pulses by using different gas in a hollow fibre 
system. Eiichi et al. obtained a duration of 2.6fs by using a length of 37cm, an inner 
diameter of 140µm hollow fibre filled with 3.0atm argon gas53. Robinson and group 
members generated a pulse with duration of 6.5fs in a neon-filled hollow fibre an argon 
gas pressure of 2.5 atmError! Bookmark not defined.. Nisoli et al. (1997) used 
krypton and argon gases to fill in hollow fibre to a pressure of 2atm to 3atm to generate 
pulse durations of 5.3fs and 4.5fs pulses39. Nurhuda and Suda (2007) compared their 
spectra obtained at gas pressures from 1atm to 0.4atm 54. In the Waterloo lab, the 
hollow fibre chamber was filled with argon gas, and the spectra that were obtained for 
different gas pressures are shown in Figure 39. The background has been reduced 





Figure 39 : Spectra and transform limited pulse obtained by varying the gas pressure from a): 
0.468atm, b) 0.434atm, c) 0.401atm, d) 0.368atm, e)0.334atm, f) 0.301atm . The frequency 
range for each plot is from 250THz to 500THz. Below shows the transform limited pulse 
duration versus gas pressure. There is a trend (dotted line) of increasing pulse duration as 






















             Figure 39 shows the broadened output spectrum, with the red curves showing 
the calculated transform limited pulse duration. From left to right the pulses duration 
that was measured at FWHM are separately 9.760 fs, 9.759 fs, 10.829 fs, 12.433 fs, 
12.566 fs and 13.102 fs, and the gas pressure are separately 0.468atm, 0.434atm, 
0.401atm, 0.368atm, 0.334atm, 0.301 atm. Based on these values, a plot of the 
relationship between pulse duration and gas pressure is presented in above figure. 
The different simulation of dispersion was added in pulse calculation, shown in table 
8. 
Pressure (atmosphere) GVD (fs2) TOD(fs3) FOD(fs4) 
0.301 10.435 4.753 0.425 
0.334 11.595 5.281 0.472 
0.368 12.754 5.810 0.519 
0.401 13.913 6.338 0.566 
0.434 15.073 6.866 0.613 
0.468 16.232 7.394 0.661 
Table 8 : Dispersion calculation for argon gas at different pressure. 
              It is observed that the increasing gas pressure results in the decreasing 
pulse duration. An interesting observation can be found from the figure is that each 
spectrum broadens as ridges and peak, the highest peak in  the spectrum tends to 
rise at a higher frequency as more decrease gas pressure. It is complicated to explain 
the reason; one possible conjecture is because the self-phase modulation occurred 
less when pressure is low. Also, the range of the wavelength starts to expand and 
swell at both edge sides as the increasing gas pressure. The little spike at the edge 
side will dilate to high intensity and finally merge with the forward peak. These results 
agree with the Nurhuda’s (2007) observation54; they also obtained the similar change 
tendency of spectrum broaden as increasing gas pressure. It is also worth to mention 
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that at the more significant pressure, the mode would form a higher order instant of 
the fundamental mode. It is because the nonlinear effect might occur if the gas 
pressure was high. The gas pressure should be control around 0.43 atm, at that time, 
both mode shape and the most simulation spectrum broadens would satisfied.  
7.5.2 Generation of the Shortest Laser Pulse  
         The spectrum in Figure 40 was obtained when the argon gas pressure was 
0.43atm, and the mode was observed as fundamental mode. Input laser power was 
1.00W, and output power was 0.453W. It is observed from the Figure 40 that the 
duration of input pulse τ0=35fs, and calculated chirped pulse duration τ at FWHM is 
7.49fs. The self-phase modulation and dispersion would both occur when the laser 
propagates through the hollow fibre.  Discussion of the evaluation of self-phase 
modulation and gas dispersion as showed as follow. Govind proposed a method in 
1995, is to evaluate the influence of those nonlinear effects55. The nonlinear length 




                                                      ( 37 ) 




                                                          ( 38 ) 
𝑛2 = 19.6 × 10
−23𝑠2/m/atm is the nonlinear refractive index of argon gas and the gas 
pressure is 0.43 atm, 𝜔0 = 1𝑘𝐻𝑧  is the laser central frequency, c= 3 × 10
8m/s is the 
speed of light and 𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective mode area, which is also the focus size of the 
1 m focus lens, the diameter d=1mm of the effective mode area is calculated by using 
equation (4). This area is less than the inner diameter of the hollow fibre. 
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Figure 40: Spectrum and transform limited pulse durations. The input pulse duration is 
𝜏0=35fs. Chirped pulse duration 𝜏 at FWHM is 7.49 fs. The argon gas pressure p=0.43atm, 
and the mode was observed as fundamental mode. Input laser power was 1.00W, and output 
power was 0.453W. The light grey is the ideal spectral broadening test results by the ultra 
broad band dispersion compensating mirror set (BBCOMP) manufacturer: FEMTOLASERS49. 
               The nonlinear length is calculated as LNL=0.002m and the dispersion length 
LD= 47.44m. The optimization of the length of the hollow fibre is expressed by 
Tomlinson et al. (1984)56 : 
                                  𝐿𝑜𝑝𝑡 ≈ √6𝐿𝑁𝐿𝐿𝐷                                                ( 40 ) 
                  For the above spectrum, the most appropriate thermotical length of the 
hollow fibre is calculated as 𝐿𝑜𝑝𝑡=0.89m. Compared with the 1 m length of hollow fibre 
used in the lab, the simulated length is similar but a little shorter than the real fibre. 
This result indicate that the gas dispersion also plays a significant role in spectral 
broaden. The peak power would decrease as propagate through the hollow fibre, this 
would result in the increase of the nonlinear length and, thus, the real optimized fiber 
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length could be longer. Nisoli et al. (1997) showed the slimier result and, they also did 
the calculation for the 140fs input pulse at peak power equals 3.5GW and the gas 
pressure at 4 bar39. The result showed a much longer simulated fibre length at the 
longer duration of input laser pulse. A discussion is that when the resource pulse is 
short, the entry laser already has a wide range of the wavelength, it gives a more 
flexible range for spectral broaden when laser propagates through a hollow fibre, and 
the gas dispersion has a greater influence of shorter input laser pulse. The group 
delay dispersion and the higher order dispersion (TOD, FOD) from the amplifier to the 
input fibre were compensated to zero by the compressor. The group delay dispersion 
of the hollow fibre to the target chamber is compensated by chirped mirror sets and 
wedges. Table 9 shows the dispersion of optical components and gases from the 
hollow fibre tube to the target chamber. The total thickness of 5mm wedges can help 
to compensate the exceeding GDD to zero. However, there were still higher order 
dispersions TOF=255.26 and FOD=-42.74 that would affect the shape of the laser 
pulses.  
 
Table 9: Dispersion calculation from the hollow fibre chamber to the target chamber. The 
optical components include a 1mm hollow fibre output window, a 3mm window of the target 
chamber and a 1mm half-wave plate. The path length from the output window of the hollow 
fibre tube to the target chamber is 6454.60mm. The length of the argon filled hollow fibre tube 













Figure 41: Original spectrum and pulse duration by taking spectrum into inverse Fourier 
Transform. Higher order dispersions TOD=255.26fs3 and FOD=-42.74fs4were add to the 
PulseSim.m program to simulate the phase effect. The input pulse duration is 𝜏0=35fs. 
Chirped pulse duration 𝜏 at FWHM is 9.76 fs. The argon gas pressure p=0.43atm, and the 
mode was observed as fundamental mode. Input laser power was 1.00W, and output power 
was 0.453W. 
            The accumulated third order dispersion TOD=255.26fs3 and the fourth order 
dispersion FOD=-42.74fs4 were added to the phase and the pulse duration as shown 
in Figure 41. The duration of the pulse was affected and increased to 9.76fs.  There is 
no method for now to compensate the third order dispersion and the fourth order 
dispersion. However, the influence of the higher order dispersions will not cause a 
severe effect on the pulse shape nor length by comparing with the pulse length 







8.  Conclusion 
          The few-cycle laser pulses have much application due to the short time 
duration. Researchers have used the few-cycle pulses to study the molecules 
dynamic Coulomb explosion imaging57,58,59,60. In the Waterloo lab, the few-cycle 
pulses that obtained from the hollow fibre system are expected to be used for the 
Coulomb explosion imaging experiment. Scientists are looking forward to recording 
the imaging when molecules are near to the equilibrium by using the short laser 
pulses.  Figure 42 displays the  (2,2,2) channel (CO2CO26+C2++O2++C2+ ) of 
carbon dioxide gas CO2 energy released as a percentage of that expected from 
Coulomb explosion at the equilibrium geometry (Rc-o=1.16Å) as a function of the final 
charge states61.The bond length will further stretched if the pulse length is longer. 
Figure 42 shows the CO2 molecules near to the equilibrium state when irradiated with 
the 7fs laser pulses, where CO bond length Rc-o=1.29Å and percent of the Coulombic 




Figure 42 : (2,2,2) Channel of CO2 energy released as a percentage of that expected from 
Coulomb explosion at the equilibrium geometry as a function of the final charge states. 
(Reprinted with permission from [61]) 
As discussed previously, the linear and nonlinear effects will influence the duration of 
the laser pulse which is incident on the molecule inside of the Coulomb explosion 
chamber. By simulation and analysis of the accumulated GVD, we can only give an 
approximate picture of the final pulse length inside the Coulomb explosion apparatus. 
However, it is desirable to measure the pulse at the molecular target, and this may be 
achieved at least partially by comparison with the published result of double ionization 
of the deuterium D2, the Coulomb explosion fragments D++ D+ of which will have 
different kinetic energy at various pulse duration62,63. It is expected to obtain the 
kinetic energy of D+ around 5eV so that we can say that the hollow fibre system had 
achieved laser pulses that duration less than 10fs.  
            In conclusion, the duration of 9.76fs and energy of 0.453W laser pulses were 
successfully generated by the hollow fibre and chirped mirror compressor system. 
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This system is expected to provide the source laser to the Coulomb Explosion 
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Appendix A: Future Improvement of Pressure Gradient 
Technique  
            
 
Figure 43: A design for the pressure gradient chamber. 
     As discussed in section 5.1, a design for a pressure gradient chamber is shown in 
Error! Reference source not found.. The tube is conceived as two separate 
chambers, gas flows in the second chamber and is pumped out at the first chamber. 
The gas pressure will have the lowest value at the laser input side and differentially 




















































































































































































t1=1.25  %glass thickness, focus lens 3mm, window 1mm 
t2=0% argon gas at 0.4 atm, tube length 1828.8mm 
t3=3429%air pass from regen to H.F.2472.2mm ,toA.C 3429 




















Appendix D: Instructions and MATLAB Code 
PluseSim.m 
Instructions: 
1. ‘PluseSim.m’ program must be copied to the file where the data were. 
2. Copy and past the data file name to line 63 fName='XXXXX.dat'. 








%Defining inline functions used to fit the simulated pulses??? 
%--------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------- 
fit_4       = inline('p(1).*x.^-4 + p(2).*x.^-3 + p(3).*x.^-2 + 
p(4).*x.^-1 + p(5)','p(1)','p(2)','p(3)','p(4)','p(5)','x');         
d2_fit_4    = inline('20.*p(1).*x.^-6 + 12.*p(2).*x.^-5 + 
6.*p(3).*x.^-4 + 2.*p(4).*x.^-
3','p(1)','p(2)','p(3)','p(4)','x'); 
trend_fit   = inline('p(1).*x.^3 + p(2).*x.^2 + p(3).*x + 
p(4)','p(1)','p(2)','p(3)','p(4)','x'); 
Gauss       = inline('exp(-1*(((C_AngFreq-
Ang_Freq_Spec).^2)./(2.*sigma_square)))');                        
%Inline definition of gaussian function 
Lorentzian  = 
inline('(1./pi.*0.5.*FWHM_pulse)./((Ang_Freq_Spec-C_AngFreq).^2 














%Defining constants used for the simulations  
%--------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------- 
c = 3E5;                %speed of light, units structured to 
produce frequencies in THz 
  
fac =10;                %multiplier to domain length during 
Fourier Transform 
  
Freq_Range =748;        %a larger frequency range gives a 
greater resolution in t-space following Fourier transform, 
alternatively the pre-transformed data  
                        %can be padded with leading and 
trailing zeros. 
  
fres =0.01;             %the real frequency mode resolution is 
c/(2*L) where L is the length of the laser cavity. For a 100MHz 
system, the cavity is 1.5m long so the  
                        %mode spacing is 100MHz, or 0.00000001 
Hz resolution is listed in THz smaller fires values will allow 
for greater temporal range after FT is  
                        %performed therefore for large GVD 
values a small fres number is necessary for short pulses a 











%Defining and creating constants, arrays and other parameters 




800;                                                               
%central wavelength of pulse 
centerfreq = 
c./centerwave;                                                     




(Freq_Range/2)):fres:(centerfreq+(Freq_Range/2));     %range of 
frequencies used 
Wave = 
c./Frequencies;                                                         
 %Range of Wavelengths used 
mode = 1:length(Frequencies); 
total_modes = 
length(mode);                                                     
%Total number of modes to be considered 
center_mode = total_modes/2; 
C_AngFreq = 
(2*pi*centerfreq);                                                  
%Angular frequency of the central wavelength 
Ang_Freq_Spec = 
(2.*pi.*Frequencies);                                           
%spectrum of angular frequencies 
Freq_diff_ang = Ang_Freq_Spec - 











%Simulation of pulse 
%There are three options for simulating the pulse, Gaussian, 
Lorentzian or reading a collected spectrum from a file.  
%The method used to generate the pulse is determined by the 
string toDo. If reading from a file, the filename should be  
%indicated by the variable fName. 
%--------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------- 
toDo='File';                                                            
                        %toDo can equal 'Gaussian', 
'Lorentzian', or 'File' 
fName='2016 April 12 - 1W 15 psi Argon Comp 
7259.dat';                                                              
%Filename for file mode 
  
if toDo=='File' 
    disp(fName) 
     





    SpecAmpWave = 
interp1(c./Wave_read,spectra_read,Frequencies,'linear',0);   
    SpecAmpWave = SpecAmpWave./max(SpecAmpWave);                                                       
     
    %Jacobian Transformation of Spectral Amplitude To Frequency 
Space, Necessary for spectra read from a file 
    SpecAmpFreq = Wave.^2./c.*SpecAmpWave; 
    SpecAmpFreq = SpecAmpFreq./max(SpecAmpFreq); 
    %SpecAmpWave = SpecAmpFreq./(Wave.^2./c); 
    %SpecAmpWave = SpecAmpWave./max(SpecAmpWave); 
  
elseif toDo=='Lorentzian'    
    toPrint='Pulse simulated using Lorentzian function'; 
    disp(toPrint) 
  
    
FWHM_pulse_Wave=50;                                                     
                        %FWHM of the generated pulse 
    FWHM_pulse = (2*pi*c/(centerwave-FWHM_pulse_Wave/2))-
(2*pi*c/(centerwave+FWHM_pulse_Wave/2));   %Computes the FWHM 
of the pulse in units of Angular Frequency  
    sigma_square = (FWHM_pulse./2.355).^2;                                                           
    SpecAmpFreq(mode) = 
Lorentzian(C_AngFreq,Ang_Freq_Spec(mode),FWHM_pulse);                        
  
elseif  toDo=='Gaussian' 
    toPrint='Pulse simulated using Gaussian function'; 
    disp(toPrint) 
     
    
FWHM_pulse_Wave=50;                                                     
                        %FWHM of the generated pulse 
    FWHM_pulse = (2*pi*c/(centerwave-FWHM_pulse_Wave/2))-
(2*pi*c/(centerwave+FWHM_pulse_Wave/2));   %Computes the FWHM 
of the pulse in units of Angular Frequency  
    sigma_square = (FWHM_pulse./2.355).^2;                                                           
  
    SpecAmpFreq(mode) = 
Gauss(C_AngFreq,Ang_Freq_Spec(mode),sigma_square);                           
  
else 
    toPrint='Incorrect option input for pulse simulation. 
Simulating pulse using a gaussian function'; 
    disp(toPrint) 
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FWHM_pulse_Wave=50;                                                     
                        %FWHM of the generated pulse 
    FWHM_pulse = (2*pi*c/(centerwave-FWHM_pulse_Wave/2))-
(2*pi*c/(centerwave+FWHM_pulse_Wave/2));   %Computes the FWHM 
of the pulse in units of Angular Frequency  
    sigma_square = (FWHM_pulse./2.355).^2;                                                           
  
    SpecAmpFreq(mode) = 











%Simulation of pulse stretching 
%Phase shift of the pulse is calculated using a Taylor 
expansion of the phase about the central frequency of the 
pulse. 




0;                                                     %Group 
Dispersion 
GVD = 
0;                                                    %Group 
velocity dispersion. 
TOD = 
0;                                                    %Third 
order term 
FOD = 
0;                                                    %Fourth 
order term 
QOD = 
0;                                                    %Fifth 
order term 
SXOD = 
0;                                                   %Sixth 
order term    
SepXOD = 





phase = (GD.*10^-3.*(Freq_diff_ang)) + (GVD.*(10.^-
6).*0.5.*(Freq_diff_ang.^2)) + ... 
    (TOD.*(10.^-9).*1/6.*(Freq_diff_ang.^3)) + (FOD.*(10.^-
12).*1/24.*(Freq_diff_ang.^4)) + ... 
    (QOD.*(10.^-15).*1/120.*(Freq_diff_ang.^5))  + SXOD.*10.^-
18.*(1./720).*(Freq_diff_ang.^6) + ... 
    SepXOD.*10.^-
21.*(1./5040).*(Freq_diff_ang.^7);         %phase profile 
  
GVD_plot = GVD + (TOD.*10.^-3.*(Freq_diff_ang)) + FOD.*10.^-
6.*(1./2).*(Freq_diff_ang.^2) ... 
    + QOD.*10.^-9.*(1./6).*(Freq_diff_ang.^3) + SXOD.*10.^-
12.*(1./24).*(Freq_diff_ang.^4) + ... 
SepXOD.*10.^-











%Pulse is calculated by shifting the original pulses by the 
phase calculated previously. The pulse is then  
%fourier transformed (FFT) from the spectral domain into the 




sqrt(SpecAmpFreq).*exp(i.*(phase));                  %Generatin
g the phase shifted pulse 
E_Field = 
FFT(Freq_E_Field,length(Freq_E_Field)*fac);               %the 
fft is padded by many zeroes 
E_Field = fftshift(E_Field); 
plotE_Field = 
real(E_Field)./max(real(E_Field));                    %plots 
the real part of the E_Field vs time  
  
pix_time = 
(1:length(E_Field))./fres./length(E_Field).*1000;        %1000 
multiplier is to put everything in fs 
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pix_time = pix_time - pix_time(round(length(pix_time)/2)); 
t_space = pix_time(2)-pix_time(1); 
Int_E_Field = E_Field.*conj(E_Field); 



























ylimits = get(AX1(1),'YLim'); 
yinc = (ylimits(2)-ylimits(1))/5; 
set(AX1(1),'YTick',[ylimits(1):yinc:ylimits(2)],'FontSize',16) 
ylimits2 = get(AX1(2),'YLim'); 









figure(2);xlim([-50 50]);ylim([-1 1]); 
A = gca; 
set(A,'FontSize',16); 
xlimits = get(A,'xLim'); 
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1. Instructions for Using Spectrum Correction Program 
            A Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) program ‘Wave Spectrum Correction’ was 
written to subtract background from the spectra collected during this project. The 
algorithm and code were devised in collaboration with Wei Du, of the department of 
Computer Engineering in the University of Waterloo. The program is declared to be 
free and open for every researcher. a website for the program has been created so 
that it is convenient to use. 
The link is 
http://rtims.us-east-1.elasticbeanstalk.com/filter.html 
           This program will not save any original or corrected data; therefore, it is safe all 
researchers.  
1. Open the link, click ‘Choose file’. 
2. Choose the data file ‘XXXX.dat’ to upload to the program. 
3. Enter the ‘Filter value’ that you want to be modified. 
4. The program will automatically download the modified file to your laptop. 
5. The file you obtained is ‘XXXX.txt’ file, to make sure it will favourably run in 
the MatLab program ‘PulseSim.m’, you need to change suffix ‘txt’ to ‘dat’. 






2. Application of Spectrum Correction Program 
 
            The spectrometer that has been used in the lab to collect spectral information 
can only obtain a spectrum over the range from 300nm to 936nm. However, spectral 
broadening gives some signal for wavelengths longer than 936nm. It results in a 
sharp cut off at the low-frequency side. It is worth to mention that the spectral intensity 
higher than 935nm is less than 0.5% percent of the entire spectrum. Additionally, the 
background light level will contribute a tiny amount to the spectrum. It is reasonable to 
ignore the cut off and subtract the background at this level. 
              A Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) program ‘Wave Spectrum Correction’ was 
written to help to subtract the background valve. All the spectra shown in 
experimental results part (section 7.4) have been processed in this manner.      
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           Figure 47 shows the comparison between unmodified and modified spectra 
and the shortest possible pulse length calculated using the Fourier transform.
 
Figure 44 : (a) Original spectrum and pulse duration by taking the inverse Fourier Transform. 
Pulse duration at FWHM is 4.278fs. (b) Spectrum after background subtraction and pulse 
duration by taking the inverse Fourier Transform. Pulse duration at FWHM is 8.170fs. 
                Figure 47 shows data which was obtained after the hollow fibre chamber, It 
can be observed that the spectrum shape has nearly no change except all spectral 
intensities decrease by the background value after processing with ‘Spectrum 
correction program’. However, although this background comprises only less than 
0.5% of the intensity of the whole spectrum, it does affect the pulse shape. From (a) it 
can be seen that the result of an un-subtracted background is an unreal pulse 
duration as low as 4.278fs. After processing the false temporal spike is removed. The 
reason for the difference is the influence of the wide background on the inverse 
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Fourier Transform. The Fourier Transform equation and the inverse equation can be 










































Appendix F: Hollow Fibre Alignment Steps  
 
 
F1:    Mounted continuously variable neutral density filter 
I1:     1st alignment iris 
L1:    AR-Coated lens 
I2:     2nd alignment iris 
 
M1:   mirror 1 
M2:   mirror 2 
M3:   mirror 3 
M4:   mirror 4 (M3 and M3 ) 
AT1:  1st translation stage 
AT2:  2ndtranslation stage 
 
Before the alignment, make sure l1+l2+l3≈1m. The function of M3 and M4 is to 
reduce the beam height, and change the polarisation of the laser.  The height of the 
beam should be the same as that between the centre of the view port and the table. 
1. Use a block panel, put it in front of the vacuum tube (after point E). Use power 
meter, measure beam power at point A (around 1mJ).  
2. Remove L1, use M3, M4, I1 and I2 align the beam, make sure it is parallels to the 
table, then put L1 back. 
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3. Put power meter at point B and put a beam dump behind the filter, rotate neutral 
density filter, let beam power decrease to 0.1mJ (decrease power by controlling 
the pump current if do not have a filter).  In order to ensure there is no more energy 
loss, also measure power at point C, D and E (0.1mJ). 
4. Close I1, remove block panel to the end of the vacuum tube. 
5. Put I1 in front of the hollow fibre input window and I2 behind the output window, 
then remove the whole tube to the side, make sure it will not block the laser beam.  
6. Adjust M1 and M2 to align the beam parallel to the edge of the table and horizontal. 
Put Irises I1 and I1 back in their original position and the hollow fibre tube back in 
place. 
7. Set the 1st and the 2nd translation stages' 'y' direction to 5mm and 'x' direction to 
3mm. Now the centre of the hollow fibre is around 1 cm lower than the height of 
the beam. 
8. Switch 'y' direction knob of the 1st translation stage and then the 2nd translation 
stage to the same height of the beam. 
9. Slightly adjust 'x' and 'y' direction knob of the 1st translation to let beam go through 
the hollow fibre. Now an ugly beam or a sandwiched-like beam spot (it is easy to 
find if beam alignment is good enough) can be observed on the block plane. 
10. Open I1 and I2, now the focus point at the beginning of the hollow fibre becomes 
smaller.(see below figure) 
11. Carefully adjust TS1 and TS2, try to make the spot more rounded and more 
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uniform, with fewer rings around (T11 will be much more sensitive than TS2). 
12. Use the power meter, measure the beam power into the hollow fibre and after 
the hollow fibre and then obtain the transmission. 
13. Move L1 forward and backwards to get the largest transmition rate. 
14. When the best transmission fraction rate has been achieved (50% would be right) 
gradually increase the energy using F1 and recheck the transmission, then the 












































Appendix I: Setup the Regenerative Amplifier  




Figure 45 : Real experimental setups of amplifier control boxes in the Waterloo lab. The top 
picture is the Spitfire Ace software ‘main’ control panel. The spectrum shows the build up 
when the current is 18.4 A, and timing setting: CH1: 83.25ns, CH2: 103.25ns, CH3:249.25ns. 




1. Turn on the Oscillator and ensure that it is outputting sufficient power while 
mode-locking (roughly 380-400 mW at the oscillator output and roughly 130-145 
mW at the regen input).   
 
 
2. Normally the TCU, TDG, Empower 45 power supper Push-Button Closures (light 
yellow button shown in Error! Reference source not found.) should always 
stay ON. If they are not ON, then turn them on from bottom to top: Empower 45 
power supply TDG TCU. 
 
3. Turn the Empower 45 power supply key switch to the ON position. 
 
4. Turn the TDG key change to the ON position. The ‘High voltage’ indicator should 
become green. 
 
5. Normally the Spitfire Ace software on the computer should stay open, if the 
software was not open, then open the Spitfire Ace software on the regen 
computer. Press the “Connect to system” button that appears. A progress bar 
should appear, and the program should connect to the system. 
 
6. In the “Main” window, the “Pockels cell Repetition Rate” should be set to 1000, 
the “Rep Rate Divider” should be set to 1.   
 
7. Once the software has connected, ensure that the BWD display “PD1” and “PD2” 
indicators are lit. These indicate seed alignment. If both indicators are lit, but the 
“Reset BWD” button is yellow, press the “Reset BWD” button to reset (it will turn 
grey and say BWD OK). 
 
8. The Empower pre-set current should be set to 13A, which is a completely safe 
starting current. 
 
9. On the ‘Regen’ control panel, check timing setting: CH1: 83.25, CH2: 103.25, 
CH3:249.25. 
 
10. Click and hold the green EMPOWER ON/OFF button on the ‘main’ control panel 




11. On the TCU control box, the “Communications” and “Humidity” indicators should 
be green, and now the “Temperature” indicator should be flashing yellow, wait 
until it turns to green. This process will take 5 mins. 
 
12. Press the “Regen On/Off” switch to turn the regen on. 
 
13. You may now turn the Empower current from the ‘pre-set’ 13A up to 18.4 A to 
get the maximum output power of 4.35W 
 
14. You can  the motor controls on the Regen tab display to optimize the compressor 
length to produce the shortest duration pulses.  
 






Shut-down the Regenerative Amplifier 
 
1. Chose the shutter of the regenerative amplifier (the indicator on the top of the 
entrance door should extinguish). 
 
2. Set the current back to the safe value: 13A. 
 
 
3. Click REGEN ON/OFF on the main control panel to turn off the regen. 
 
4. Click EMPOWER ON/OFF on the main control panel to shut down the Empower. 
 
 
5. Turn the TDG key switch to the OFF position. The ‘High voltage’ indicator should 
turn dark. 
 
6. Turn the Empower 45 power supply key switch to the OFF position.  
 
 
7. Leave the TCU, TDG, Empower 45 power supper Push-Button Closures (light 















Temperature Control Unit (TCU) 
           Temperature control is used to remove the heat from the Ti: sapphire crystal. 
The crystal temperature should be cooled to about -120 C, and the humidity should 
below 1%. Those value will be indicated on the screen of control software.   
 Timing and Delay Generator (TDG) 
The time and delay generator contains the power supper to the Pockels cells, and it 
indicates the BWD signals (mentioned in Chapter 6.2). The control software can 
control the timing parameters. The setting for the ‘Pockels cell repetition rate’ should 
be 1000, and the setting for ‘Rep rate divider’ should be 1. There are three channels 
on the control panel to adjust the time delay. CH1 is used to monitor the extra-cavity 
Pockels cell (PC1 in Figure 24), it controls the timing when PC1 flips from doing 
‘nothing’1/2 plate’nothing’ in order to create a window during which one seed 
pulse is allowed into the regen. CH2 and CH3 are used to adjust the intracavity 
Pockels cell (PC2 in Figure 24). CH2 controls the timing when PC2 flip from ‘nothing’ 
to 1/4 plate in order to trap the pulse. CH3 controls timing when PC2 flip from 1/4 
plate to 1/2 plate to eject the pulse to the compressor. Of These three settings Ch1 
and Ch2  normally do not need to be changed unless the alignment of the seed and 
pump have taken place, but Ch3 is changed regularly as it can control the number of 
round trips in the regen, and these must be controlled to limit energy build up in the 
cavity for high pump power (low Ch3) and allowed to increase for low pump current in 




The Spitfire Ace Compressor 
 
 
                             Figure 47 ： The beam path in the compressor.46 
      
The motor position control in the software panel is used to adjust the length of the 
optical path in the compressor, which can be actually achieved by moving the 
horizontal retroreflector (HRR) in the compressor, the setting value can be observed 
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